Abstract:Multiword expressions (MWEs) are syntactic and/or semantic units in language, where the meaning of whole is limitedly connected to the meanings of the constituting units. The most prominent property that distinguishes MWEs from random word combinations is the recurrence. The recurrence is commonly measured by the occurrence frequencies of the MWE and the constituting words. Though occurrence frequency measures are known to be best in distinguishing MWEs from random combinations, the performance of those measures depend mainly on the quality and size of the data source where frequencies are obtained. The main goal of this study is to provide a detailed analysis on the change in performance of frequency based measures when the traditional frequency source, corpus, is swapped with a massive and dynamic data source, the World Wide Web. In order to use the web as a frequency source, the constituting words and word combinations are queried among a popular search engine, and the number of results for each query is accepted to be web-based frequency for the regarding word/word combination. In this study, the web-based frequencies are employed in three different MWE detection-related experiments utilizing a Turkish data set. In first group of experiments, the individual performances of 20 well-known frequency metrics in ranking/sorting MWE candidates based on their tendency to be a MWE is examined. Secondly, the most successful frequency metrics are determined by a feature selection method: filtering. Lastly, MWE detection is accepted to be a classification problem. Eight supervised methods are applied in order to show the combined performance of frequency metrics when the frequency is obtained from web. In all experiments, the performance of web-based frequencies in identification of MWEs is compared to the performance of traditional corpus based frequencies. The experimental results showed that the use of web-based frequency in identification of MWEs reveals promising results.
Introduction
The multiword expressions (MWEs) are defined as idiosyncratic interpretations that cross word boundaries [1] . They are known to be a combination of two or more words that correspond to some conventional way of saying things where the meaning of the whole may not be predicted simply by interpreting individual meanings of constituting words [2] . One of the first definitions of the notion MWE that overlaps with the termcollocation is given by Firth, in 1967 [3] . He states "collocations of a given word are statements of the habitual or customary places of that word". Since the researchers do not commonly agree on a single definition of MWEs, they tend to study on distinguishing properties of MWEs to build MWE identification tools. The commonly accepted property of the MWEs, especially a subset of MWEs, is that the words constituting the MWE co-occur more than the words in random combinations. This property is named as occurrence frequency. The occurrence frequency of MWE candidates and the constituting words are measured from a data source to be employed in a variety of different ways. Each different use of measured frequencies is named as a statistical (frequency) measure/metric. A data source that provides reliable frequency values is essential while statistical metrics are to be used. The data source that is commonly utilized in MWE extraction is the corpus, which refers to an organized collection of written texts that are built by different methods by collecting the texts in a given period of time.The quality and the size of the corpus have a prominent effect on the performance of MWE extraction methods. If the corpus involves a wide range of texts, such as texts on different topics, articles written by different authors, and texts with different writing styles etc., the corpus is accepted to represent the natural language better that may result with more reliable frequency values for the words and MWEs. For example, it is difficult to come across to the term "BeyazSaray" (Eng. The White House) in a corpus that consists of articles about the medicine or the term "Genetic Engineering" in collection of history texts.Though these MWEs are both wellknown and frequently used word combinations in their own domains. One other drawback in corpus use is observed when the corpus is not dynamically extended with new texts. For example, when a newly born word (e.g "selfie") is searched in a static corpus, the occurrence frequency will be zero though the word may be used frequently in language. In our previous work presented in [4] , we proposed to overcome the drawbacks of traditional static corpus usage in frequency-based MWE extraction methods and introduced a new notion: web-based frequency. In this paper, in order to strengthen our hypothesis on the use of dynamic corpus; web; for MWE extraction, we extend our previous work by two folds:
• Application of machine learning methods to analyse the combined performance of web-based frequency features • Determination of features succeeding in MWE detection by feature filtering. In addition, related work is also enhanced in this extended paper. The alternative data source, web, in our experiments contains heterogeneous live data and is assumed to be the richest resource for human language technologies storing the highest number of texts in language. The web may be used as a data source in many different ways. For example, researchers may collect a set of texts to build a general-purpose corpus or a more specific one that includes only domain specific texts. In statistical MWE detection, the occurrence frequencies are required to measure frequencybased metrics. In our experiments, the occurrence frequencies are obtained by the use of a search engine. Simply, we propose to send MWE candidates and their constituting words as queries to the search engine and employ retrieved page counts as occurrence frequencies. Google, currently being the most widely used search engine, is employed in order to retrieve page counts in our experiments. The use of web-based frequency in MWE identification is examined in three sets of experiments. In first set of experiments, we utilized 20 different frequency-based metrics individually in order to generate a single sorted list of MWE candidates based on each metric. The sorted lists of MWE candidates based on different metrics are examined to compare the performance of each metric when web-based frequencies are employed. In first set of experiments, we also measured the same metrics based on corpus-based frequencies and presented the performance change in MWE detection. In second set of experiments, we applied filtering, which is a well-known feature selection approach in machine learning, in order to determine best performing features in MWE detection. In third set of experiments, accepting MWE detection as a binary classification problem, well-known supervised machine learning algorithms are run employing web-based frequency metrics as features. The performance of web-based frequency is measured utilizing Turkish MWE data sets by three metrics: precision, recall and Fmeasure. The term MWE in this study is limited to the consecutive twoword combinations (bigrams) in text. A bigram is annotated as a MWE if it belongs to one of the following groups:
• Phrasal verbs and idioms:Phrasal verbs are MWEs that consist of a verb in combination with a preposition or adverb or both, the meaning of which is commonly different from the meaning of its constituents. For example, the phrasal verb "açığavurmak" in Turkish is "to reveal" though the constituents "açığa" is "open" and "vurmak" is "to knock". The term idiom refers to the group of words in a fixed order forming an expression whose meaning is not predictable from the usual meanings of its constituents.
• Stock phrases: A stock phrase is a MWE that is frequently and traditionally used by a group of persons and thus associated with them. For example, stock phrases in Turkish "sertkahve" and "acıgerçek" refer to "strong coffee" and "grim reality", respectively in English.
• Technical terms: The terms that have a specific meaning within a specific field of expertise are named as technical terms (e.g. "molekülergenetik" (Eng. molecular genetics), "antipsikotikilaç" (Eng. antipsychotic drug)).
• Named entities and job titles: The real-world objects such as persons (e.g. "Alan Turing"), locations (e.g. "New Castle"), organizations denoted by proper names are considered as named entities in the areas of natural language processing and information retrieval. In this study, we enhanced this group by including job titles such as "genelmüdür" (Eng. "general manager") The contribution of the study is summarized as follows:
• The notion of web-based frequency is presented and its performance in MWE detection is examined over a Turkish MWE data set.
• A set of occurrence frequency based methods is applied on two different base sets and individual performances are compared based on the sorted lists of MWE candidates. • A comparison of two different sources of occurrence frequency; web and corpus; is provided.
• The combined performance of frequency-based metrics are examined by supervised learning methods both for corpus based and web-based frequencies This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents previous works on MWE extraction. In section 3, the proposed method is introduced. Section 4 details the experimental set-up procedures. Finally, in section 5 the results are given and the paper is concluded.
Related Work
In literature, there exista variety of MWE definitions. In this study, we accept the terms MWE and collocation as similar though in some studies, collocation is defined to be a type of MWEs in which the high recurrence is detected. Since each MWE definition focuses on particular features of MWEs, there are no known rules to construct all types of MWEs. However, there are some common properties that are accepted to shape MWEs. The first property of the MWEs is known to be the recurrence, which is the most widely measured and the easiest property to observe. Almost all extraction techniques suggest that a MWE must differ from other word combinations in some kind of frequency metric ( [5] , [6] , [7] ). This property enables the use of occurrence frequency metrics in MWE recognition. The second property is being language specific. For example, in Turkish, the English MWE "wisdom teeth" refers to "yirmiyaşdişleri" (Eng. the teeth of age 20)though the word-byword translation of "wisdom teeth" to Turkish is "akıldişleri". Since the MWEs are language specific, it is not possible to translate MWEs simply in a word-by-word manner, which makes this property very important for machine translation. One other problem that arises due to language specificity property is observed when the language is to be automatically generated and/or understood. Since there are no known rules that define how a word chooses a particular word or word combinations from millions of different words in language while creating a MWE [8] , it is not easy to understand or generate the language automatically. For instance, "sweet dreams" is a commonly usedMWE in English, but there is no clear explanation for why "sweet" is preferred instead of "candy" which is almost a synonym for sweet.As a result, the systems to generate/understand the language fail even if they have the information on word senses. An other commonly accepted property is the meaning integrity of constituting words in MWE. This feature enables MWEs to create unit blocks of meaning where the meaning of the whole is commonly different than the meaning of the parts [8] . The last property of MWEs is being domain dependent. There are several domain specific MWEs in different domains such as science, medicine, art and sports. Smadja [7] described this property with an example from sailing domain. He exemplified the domain dependency with the MWE "dry suit". Dry suit is a term that refers to a special type of suit used by sailors to keep warm. However, comprehending these meaning easily is hard for even native speakers of the language. MWE/collocation extraction studies can be categorized in a variety of different ways. For example, methods may be categorized based on the approach to decide on the MWEs (e.g. rule-based, supervised, unsupervised, ranking or any combination of these methods) or the type of information used (e.g. statistical, linguistics, statistical and linguistics or dictionary-based information) in the study. Table 1 presents some example studies and the regarding category information. The first study in Table 1 is a rule-based system that employs linguistic information [9] . As it is stated in [9] , several patterns of MWEs are defined and a semi-lexicalized rule based method is employed to detect those patterns. The study of Tsvetkov and Wintner [10] is another example for studies, which utilize linguistic information. Tsvetkov and Winther [10] proposed the use of linguistically motivated features as classification features in order to classify given MWE candidates by a neural network. In many of the previous MWE studies, it is observed that MWE extraction process typically proceeds by scoring collocation candidates with a frequency metric [11] . In such studies, the ultimate goal is generating a ranked list of MWE candidates using a variety of commonly statistical metrics. In ranking approach, the higher scores (lower ranks) mean the closer the candidate is to being a collocation. [18] Ranking and filtering Statistical English Genia corpus Kumova Metin [12] Filtering Statistical English Leipzig Corpora collection Kumova Metin&Karaoğlan [8] Ranking Statistical Turkish Bilkent Corpus Kim, et. al [13] Filtering Statistical Korean Yonsei corpus Li et. al. [14] Filtering Statistical Chinese PolyU Treebank and Peking University Corpus Piao, S et.al [15] Filtering Statistical Chinese Chinese corpus built at CCID tool Several frequency metrics have been utilized in the literature such as point wise mutual information, joint probability and t-test ( [5] , [16] ). A well-known work on ranking is presented in [17] . In [17] , 55 association measures are combined by standard statistical classification methods, which are modified in order to provide scores for ranking [17] . It is reported that the methods that are the combinations of multiple frequency metrics result in performance improvement [17] .
In earlier studies on MWE extraction, various methods are utilized English corpora because of the lack of tagged corpora in different languages [12] . However, recently, in a significant amount of studies, it is observed that non-English corpora; such as Turkish [9] , [8] , Korean [13] and Chinese [14] [15] are employed. For instance, in the study of Kim, et. al. [13] , four statistical metrics have been utilized in order to deal with the flexible word order of the Korean collocations. Then they separated meaningful bigrams using an evaluation function [13] . Li et.al. [14] presented a corpus-driven framework which generate collocations for nouns and verbs phrase, then they combined them using statistical frequency metrics to extract noun/verb phrase collocations in Chinese. In the studyof Pia et. a [l5] an existing statistical tool made for English is used to test the automatic identification and extraction performance of Chinese MWEs.
Methodology
In MWE extraction, traditionally the association between words is measured by the co-occurrence frequencies of the words. It is simply accepted that as the co-occurrence amount of words increases, the ties between the words get stronger indicating the association between them. In statistical MWE detection, the metrics known as lexical association measures/metrics are employed to measure the strength of ties between words. Each lexical association measure presents a different way to utilize frequencies that belong to constituents and the word combination. For example, in the well-known metric, joint probability, only the frequency of word combination is considered. This metric enables to sort word combinations based on their frequency. If the co-occurrence frequency of the given combination in corpus is higher compared to other combinations in the same corpus, the regarding combination is accepted to be much more closer to form a MWE. On the other hand, in one other metric, point-wise mutual information, both the frequency of word combination and constituents' frequencies areconsidered. The ratio of constituents' frequenciesto the combination's frequency is accepted to indicate (non) existence of an MWE. Similar to joint probability, pointwise information metric also provides a list of sorted word combinations. In this study, web is used to extract occurrence frequencies of MWE candidates together with their constituting words in lack of a reliable/large corpus. We believe that this new data source may provide more reliable occurrence frequencies since it has access to great numbers of documents when compared to a single traditional corpus. In other words, web containing the highest number of texts that are generated in language resembles the language better than a corpus of limited size. In our approach given in [4] , we proposed to send the constituting words and the word combination independently to the search engine and retrieve the number of documents that they are observed, individually as presented in Fig. 1 .In our experiments, web occurrence frequencies are obtained by querying the candidate MWEs (bigrams) and the constituting words from the popular search engine: Google.
To exemplify the results of this procedure, in Table 2 , the retrieved number of documents (page counts) obtained for the bigram "Abidin Dino" (a famous artist in Turkey) and the constituting words "abidin" and "dino" are given. The retrieved number of documents; the frequency metrics; listed in Table 3 , are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed notion of web-based frequency in our experiments. Thewell-defined frequency metrics in Table 3 are commonly used in the previous studies [11] , [17] , [19] . In Table 3 , f(w1w2) is the occurrence frequency (e.g. the number of retrieved documents from Google) of a bigram w1w2.f(w1) and f(w2) are the frequencies of constituents of the bigram w1 and w2respectively. ( 1 2 ����)stands for a bigram that starts with word w1 and the following word can be anything except w2.f(w1w2)=261.000 is used as the occurrence frequency (web frequency) of the bigram "Abidin Dino". And the page counts 6.350.000 and 101.000.000 are accepted to be webbased frequencies of words "abidin" and "dino" respectively. 
The metrics in [20] . In this measure, a sample from data set is chosen in each iteration, two nearest samples in data set that belongs to the same and opposing class with the regarding sample is determined. The nearest sample in same class is named as "near-hit" and the other is "near-miss". The distances to near-hit and near-miss are measured and the difference is calculated. If the distance difference for the whole data set for a feature is high, it is accepted that the feature is successful in classification. The attribute evaluator Relief-F in this study is the relief-F algorithm proposed by Kononenko [21] in which there exists improvements such as the replacement of Euclidean distance to Manhattan distance and the use of absolute distance. Information gain is defined as a measure of reduction of disorder/uncertainty in data set based on a specific feature [22] Information gain (IG) is calculated as follows
given that A is the feature, H(S) is the entropy of class S. The term pi in equation of entropy H(S) is the probability of i th class and H(S|A) is the entropy of the class S given the feature A. In third group of experiments, the metrics are accepted to be features/indicators in MWE identification. And MWE identification is assumed to be a binary classification problem where a given candidate is assigned as MWE or non-MWE by a supervised algorithm. In second group of experiments7 different supervised methods are utilized by WEKA [23] machine learning tool. The methods are (with their original names in WEKA tool): 1)
Naive Bayes (NB): Naive Bayes classifier is one of the simple and fast classifier that bases on Bayes theorem. In this classifier, it is assumed that each feature is conditionally independent of other features and the classification label (class) is conditionally dependent on all features. By these assumptions, for each class label, a conditional probability value is calculated and all values multiplied to generate a single value for each class. Following, the class that has the maximum probability value is assigned to the sample. The further information on the Naive Bayes classifier employed in our study may be found in [24] .
2)
Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO): SMO is a function-based classifier that implements John Platt's sequential minimal optimization algorithm [25] for training a support vector classifier. 6. Log frequency biased MD (LFMD)-log P(w 1 w 2 ) 2 P(w 1 )P(w 2 ) + log P(w 1 w 2 )
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3) K-nearest neighbor (IBk):
In k-nearest neighbor algorithm, known as a lazy algorithm, the samples are labeled with the class of the majority class of its k number of neighbors. For example, if k=3, then the 3 closest labeled neighbors of the regarding sample is determined. If most of the neighbors are MWE then the sample is labeled with MWE, vice versa.
In our experiments, we set k=5.
4)
One Rule (OneR):OneR classifier generates a rule for each predictor/feature in the data set and specifies the rule with the smallest total error as its "one rule". A frequency table for each feature against the target is formed in order to create a rule for a feature [26] .
5)
J48: J48 is the WEKA implementation of pruned or unpruned C4.5 decision tree. C4.5 tree can be thought as an improved version of ID3 tree [27] . While using the concept of information entropy, C4.5 forms decision trees from a set of training data with the same way as ID3. According to their frequency of access, sub-trees can be moved to the different levels. Unlike ID3 trees, pruning can be done in C4.5 trees. In every node of the tree, C4.5 selects the data attribute that splits its instances into subsets ideally. While splitting the criteria is the normalized information gain, the attribute that has the highest normalized information gain is selected to make the decision. Following, sub-decision trees can be constructed by creating a sub-list under the new decision node [27] 
6)
Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoostM1):Adaptive boostingis a machine learning meta-algorithm introduced in [28] . This algorithm can be used with other learning algorithm in order to improve their performance. If there is a learning algorithm that generates classifiers whose performance is a little better than random guessing, AdaBoosting can be used to diminish the error [28] . AdaBoostM1 is one of the versions of AdaBoosting and it is used in binary classification problems [28] . AdaBoostM1 can be used when there is a multiclass classification problem and multiclass base classifier needs to be boosted [29] 
7)
RandomForest(RF):Random forest algorithm, based on decision tree method, requires to merge the trees that are trained by a different training subset [30] In this algorithm, multiple classifiers are trained and the samples are classified according to the votes that come from these classifiers. In order to generate classifiers independently, the features that are employed in each tree are chosen randomly. The trees in random forests are not pruned ( [30] , [31] ). The algorithm is faster compared to the similar algorithms and vulnerable to over-fitting [32] .
Experimental Setup
In this section, the experimental setup procedure is given in detail. In the following subsections, base sets employed in experiments are presented; the evaluation metrics and the experimental steps followed in study are defined.
Base Sets
In this study, three base sets, BS1, BS2 and BS3 are employed in experiments. The first base set, BS1, is built by frequency-based methods. Normalized frequency, point-wise mutual information, chi-square test and t-score methods are applied and all bigrams in corpus are sorted in decreasing order of their corresponding values. The first 200 bigrams that have occurrence frequency more than or equal to 5 in sorted lists are merged to build BS1, similar to the procedure in [8] as given in Fig 2. Bilkent [33] , Leipzig [34] , Egecorpus, BilCol [35] , Muder [36] and Metu [37] corpora are used to construct BS1. The second base set, BS2, is a set of idioms and bigrams that mimic the features of idioms. BS2 is prepared to assess the proposed method on MWE candidates that are not occurring frequently in language. The procedure that is followed to build BS2 is presented in Fig 3. Base sets, BS1 and BS2, are annotated by 3-4 native speakers based on a guideline provided by researchers. Bilkent [33] , Leipzig [34] , Egecorpus, BilCol [35] , Muder [36] and Metu [37] corpora are used to construct BS1. The second base set, BS2, is a set of idioms and bigrams that mimic the features of idioms. BS2 is prepared to assess the proposed method on MWE candidates that are not occurring frequently in language. The procedure that is followed to build BS2 is presented in Fig 3. Base sets, BS1 and BS2, are annotated by 3-4 native speakers based on a guideline provided by researchers. Inter-rater agreement among the annotators is measured by Fleiss Kappa [38] . The resulting Fleiss Kappa values are calculated as ~0.728 and ~0.767, respectively for BS1 and BS2. The last base set, BS3, is a subset of BS1 that is built to compare the performance when web-based frequency is used instead of corpus-based frequency. The corpus-based frequencies in BS3 are obtained from Leipzig corpus [34] . It is observed that Leipzig corpus include a subset of 1245 (~55.85%) candidates of BS1. Table 4 gives the statistics of BS1, BS2 and BS3 
Evaluation
Experimental results are evaluated by well-known measure of classification; F1-measure which is harmonic mean of precision and recall. In MWE identification, precision can be considered as the fraction of correctly MWE assigned candidates. The recall is the fraction of correctly MWE assigned candidates to the all MWEs in the set. And F1 measure is represented as follows:
Experimenting Procedure
In order to analyze the performance of web-based frequency in MWE detection, firstly, web-based frequencies are employed to calculate the values of frequency-based metrics mentioned in section 3. The whole set of the candidates and their constituents are sent as queries to Google individually in a period of 2 months. The retrieved page counts are used whenever required. Since the total size of the web or in other words the total size of the words in web is not known, instead of calculating probabilities matching frequencies are utilized in frequency metrics. The study covers three groups of experiments. In first group, each frequency-based metric is utilized to sort the MWE candidates individually. The metrics succeeding in MWE detection; in other words, the metrics that tend to assign MWEs to lower ranks and vice versa; when web-based frequencies are employed are examined. In addition, the performance change when web-based frequency is used instead of corpus-based frequency is also investigated. In this experiment, the MWE candidates in BS1 that are also observed in Leipzig corpus [34] are used. The corpus based frequencies for the regarding candidates are obtained from Leipzig corpus. The data set (candidates) in this experiment includes 733 (~58.87%) MWEs and 512 (~41.124%) non-MWEs. In second group of experiments, the MWE detection is accepted as a binary classification problem rather than a sorting task. The frequency-based metrics are used as features distinguishing MWEs and non-MWEs. The filtering method with two different attribute evaluators is applied to sort the metrics in descending order of classification performance. In the last group of experiments, different classification methods with different number of frequency-based metrics are run to analyze the success in classification.
Results
In first group of experiments, after utilizing each frequency metric listed in Table 3 , the base sets (BS1 and BS2) are sorted according to the metric values of the candidates. F-measure is measured for first N candidates of the sorted base sets where N is varied from 1 to total number of candidates in set to obtain the curves. Then, the average value of F-measure (Favg) value, the area under F-curve (Farea) of every metricis calculated. In Table 5 , sorted lists according to Favg of 20 frequency-based metrics can be seen for BS1 and BS2.
In Tables 5, it is clearly seen that LFMD metricprovides the maximum Favg and Farea for both base sets. In addition, the scores of the second maximum values for all measures are significantly lower than the scores of LFMD. LFMD, MD and CP measures that involve the operands f(w1w2), f(w1) and f(w2) in common are in the set of 5 best performing metrics for both sets. It is also observed that in most of the metrics in best performing metrics set the term f(w1w2) is divided by the multiplication off(w1) and f(w2).
The F-measure curves of 3 best and worst performing measures are presented in Figures 3 and 4 for BS1 and BS2 respectively. In Figure 3 and 4, horizontal axis represents the number of MWE candidates in base sets and vertical axis represents the F-value. Table 6 shows the results where the use of web and corpus-based frequencies are to be compared on BS3. As given in Table 6 , LFMD is examined to be the best performing measure when the frequencies are obtained from Leipzig corpus and CP is the best performing measure when the frequencies are obtained from web. Favg and Farea value are approximately dame for best performing metrics for two different types of frequency.MD and Rcost methods are commonly observed in the first 5 best performing measures for both sources. Table 7 gives the results on BS1 and BS2 of the filtering experiments. For each data set, two evaluators (IG and RelF) are used to evaluate the performance of frequency-based metrics in MWE detection. The column Av represents the average of IG and RelF ranks. For example, PMI is the first and the third best metric in IG and RelFevaluatorsrespectively on BS1 and on average it is also best performing frequency metric for BS1.In Table 7 , the frequency metrics are given in sorted order of the average rank (Av). The shaded regions contain 5 best performing metrics for BS1 and BS2. It is examined that PMI, LFMD, MD and UCost are commonly reside in this best performing group. When result of first experiment and filtering are considered together, it may be stated that there exists some metrics such as LFMD and MD that may succeed both in ranking (first group experiments) andclassifying (second group of experiments) the MWE candidates. Table 7 . This experiment has an important outcome. It isthat the 5 best performing frequency metrics (given in shaded regions) are almost same (e.g. LFMD, PMI, MD, NE) either web-based or corpus-based frequency is employed. In addition, failing metrics such as PS, Simp, SK are also same for both frequency sources.
The third group of experiments to evaluate the web-based frequency in MWE detection includes utilization of 7 supervised methods. The meta-algorithm mentioned in this group of supervised methods, AdaboostM1 algorithm, is used to improve J48 algorithm and named as AdaJ48. In this study, the tests are performed by 5 fold-cross validation using WEKA machine learning tool. The average weighted F-values of 5 folds are calculated for two different sets of frequency metrics. The first set includes the whole set of metrics (totally 20 metrics) mentioned in Table 3 . The second set includes the metrics that are examined to be in 5 best performing metrics during filtering experiments (given in shaded regions of Table 7 ). Table 9 gives the experimental results for BS1 and BS2 data set. The columns All and Best5 refer to the weighted F-values that are obtained when the whole set of metrics and best 5 metrics (determined by filtering) are employed, respectively. The shaded regions in Table  9 show the highest F value in regarding column. The results in Table 9 show that supervised methods provide F-values in range [0.622 0.675] except NB. Though the methodNB is the most improving method when the metrics are filtered and it generates the highest F value in BS2, when all metrics are employed it fails in classification. Examining the results in Table 3 , it may be stated that AdaJ48 where J48 is boosted generates highest Fvalues in BS1. In addition, it is observed that AdaJ48together with NB succeed most in BS2 when best metrics are considered. 
Conclusion
In this study, we analysed the performance change in MWE detection when web-based frequency is used instead of corpusbased frequency. The main aim in use of the web-based frequency is that the occurrence frequencies or any other information based on frequencies obtained from a static corpus may not be realistic since the static corpora include limited and static number of texts that may not represent the whole language. Obtaining the frequency from search engine, we performed three different experiments by employing 20 frequency-based metrics: sorting the MWE candidates based on their tendency to be a MWE, selecting the succeeding metrics by feature selection, supervised learning. The MWE detection performances are obtained both for web and corpus-based frequencies in all experiments. As a conclusion, it is examined that the use of webbased frequency in MWE detection is an alternative solution to corpus-based studies.
